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Abstract. A large number of cloud providers offer diverse types of
cloud services for constructing complex ”cloud-native” software. However, there is a lack of supporting tools and mechanisms for accelerating
the development of cloud-native software-defined elastic systems (SESs)
based on elasticity capabilities of cloud services. In this paper we introduce QUELLE – a framework for evaluating and recommending SES
deployment configurations. QUELLE presents models for describing the
elasticity capabilities of cloud services and capturing elasticity requirements of SESs. Based on that QUELLE introduces novel functions and
algorithms for quantifying the elasticity capabilities of cloud services.
QUELLE’s algorithms can recommend SES deployment configurations
from cloud services that both provide the required elasticity, and fulfill
cost, quality, and resource requirements, and thus can be incorporated
into different phases of the development of SESs. We present several experiments based on real-world cloud services for the development of an
elastic machine-to-machine data-as-a-service system.
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1

Introduction

Rapid development in cloud computing has introduced diverse types of cloud
services offered by a large number of cloud software providers. This lead to increasing effort in investigating and developing native cloud systems by leveraging
such cloud services in a multi-cloud environment [15,1,14]. In our work, we are
interested in the development of cloud-native software-defined elastic systems
(SESs), designed, developed and constructed directly in cloud, from functionality collectively provided by cloud services. Elastic cloud systems scale up/out if
the workload is high, and scale back in/down when possible. In general, elasticity
has three dimensions: resource, cost, and quality [5]. To achieve such elasticity,
software-defined systems have their structure, requirements, and elasticity capabilities described and managed from software. Thus, their elasticity can be controlled via software-defined APIs by intelligent controllers [12]. While individual
⋆
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cloud services might not be software-defined elastic – might not have elasticity capabilities controllable via APIs – when combined, we expect the resulting
SES to be elastic. This triggers a challenging question on how to quantify the
elasticity of these services and the SES to ensure that they meet the user’s elasticity requirements. Although elasticity appears at run-time, through dynamic
system reconfiguration with respect to certain requirements, selecting services
providing the necessary elasticity capabilities when constructing SESs is crucial
for answering the above-mentioned question. For example, we should avoided
selecting a service which must be reserved for 1 year, when service instances are
to be created/destroyed hourly. Although several frameworks allow a developer
to model such systems, they are often limited to the exact specification of the required cloud services [8,9], without considering their elasticity. Currently, a SES
developer has to manually search through cloud providers, and select services
for the system s/he needs to construct, without support in evaluating if their
elasticity capabilities support the required SES elasticity.
We believe that, to accelerate the development of SESs, we must quantify
elasticity capabilities of cloud services and provide suitable functions for recommending services based on their elasticity, that can be incorporated in different
phases of cloud-native system development. In this paper, we introduce novel
functions and algorithms for recommending SES deployment configurations using cloud services providing the necessary elasticity capabilities, and which fulfill
resources, quality, and cost requirements. We define an Elasticity Quantification
function for quantifying the elasticity of cloud services. Based on the quantification function and algorithms, and multi-level SES requirements over cost, quality,
and resources, we provide a framework for accelerating the construction of SESs
by recommending SES deployment configurations using existing cloud services,
which can be integrated in existing cloud provisioning frameworks [4] or recommender systems [10]. This paper presents the following contributions: (i) models
for capturing elasticity capabilities of cloud services and multi-level elasticity
requirements of SESs, and (ii) a set of customizable quantification functions
and algorithms for evaluating the elasticity of cloud services. The contributions
are provided as a set of models, functions and algorithms under the QUELLE
(QUantifying ELasticity utiLity Engine) framework, which can be used by developers, automatic cloud composition tools, or elasticity controllers, in determining
suitable SES deployment configurations w.r.t. elasticity requirements.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation and approach. Section 3 discusses elasticity quantification of cloud services.
Section 4 introduces our algorithms for recommending SES deployment configurations. Section 5 presents our prototype and experiments. We discuss related
work in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines the future work.

2

Motivation and Approach

To understand the challenges in constructing cloud-native, software-defined elastic systems (SES), let us consider the development of a cloud-native Data-as-a-

Fig. 1. Constructing software-defined elastic systems

Service (DaaS)1 , which provides data storage and exchange services for Machineto-Machine (M2M) platforms, such as smart cities. The system would be built
from several cloud services, from basic IaaS VM services, to PaaS complex event
processing for sensor data, data storage, and a message oriented middleware for
events notifications. A core requirement for this elastic DaaS is that it should
be able to be reconfigured at run-time to maintain a performance/cost balance.
The development of DaaS is completely based on existing cloud offered services
from IaaS to SaaS, and the elasticity capabilities they provide.
To develop the DaaS, in current approaches [10,7], the developer has to manually investigate all services offered by various cloud providers, and evaluate if
their elasticity capabilities provide the required elasticity control options. Then,
s/he can use existing design and modeling tools such as Winery [8] or MODAClouds [9] to design and deploy the DaaS on cloud infrastructures. Manually
selecting each service needed for constructing the DaaS is laborious, complex,
and error prone. These problems can be reduced and the development can be
accelerated if we could provide features, shown in (Fig. 1), for:
– capturing and modeling elasticity capabilities of services from different cloud
providers and multi-level SES requirements (indicated by 1 ),
– providing service elasticity quantification functions for software development
tools (indicated by 2 ),
– recommending SES configurations, which can later on be mapped to softwareinterpretable deployment descriptor (indicated by 3 ).
Due to the complexity of existent services, their components dependencies,
and heterogeneity of cloud providers, it is very challenging to develop functions
and algorithms for quantifying elasticity of cloud services from multiple service
providers. Such functions and algorithms have currently not been developed,
thus hindering the automation of the software development for SESs. In this
paper, we focus on providing a set of customizable functions and algorithms
for quantifying the elasticity of cloud services, under the form of an elasticity
quantification framework which can be integrated in semi or fully automated
third party SES development and/or provisioning tools.
1

A non cloud-native version of DaaS - (although designed for and running in the
cloud) is available at https://github.com/tuwiendsg/DaaSM2M

3

Quantifying elasticity of cloud services

3.1

Modeling elasticity capabilities of cloud services

Elasticity capabilities of a service can affect how its cost, quality, and resources
can be configured during its life-cycle (instantiation or run-time), influencing
available control options for particular properties. Moreover, such elasticity capabilities also characterize associations among services, influencing service runtime behavior. Therefore, the elasticity capabilities of both individual and associations of services are crucial in providing a base for evaluating which services
are suitable for a particular SES’s elasticity. Therefore, we must understand and
model the elasticity capabilities of cloud services and their dependencies, and
quantify the elasticity of cloud services to support the development of SESs.
Following the multi-dimensional principle of elasticity [5], we define elasticity
capabilities of a service as configuration possibilities with respect to cost, quality, resources, and associations with other services, and the dependencies among
them. Thus, an elasticity capability defines what resource, cost, quality or associations among services can be created, when (instantiation or run time), and how
often the services can be reconfigured. By studying main cloud providers, such
as Amazon EC22 , Rackspace3 , HPCloud4 , and Windows Azure5 , and through
other studies [11], we found that elasticity capabilities of cloud services indicate
which types of configurations are available and in which phases of the service’s
life-cycle. While some providers give hints about the capabilities of their services, (e.g., Amazon EC2 spot instances can be replaced faster than reserved
instances), existing tools do not capture and evaluate such capabilities.
SESs are reconfigured dynamically during run-time by elasticity controllers,
according to certain requirements. To evaluate if a cloud service provides the
necessary elasticity capabilities for such run-time elasticity control, we need to
capture when we can use an elasticity capability (elasticity phase), how often
can we change it (volatility), and if it can be used standalone or not (dependency type). As most existing cloud services representation models capture resources and quality properties [6],[13], we focus on capturing elasticity capabilities (Fig. 2). An Elasticity Capability has an elasticityPhase, specifying if
the capability is available during the service’s Instantiation-Time, Run-Time,
or Both. The elasticity dimension associated to the capability is defined by the
elasticityDim property, and is one of Cost, Quality, Resource, or Service
Associations. As one capability might indicate multiple configuration possibilities, the elasticity capability has a set of Elasticity Dependency instances. An
ElasticityDependency specifies to which Cost, Quality, Resource, or Service
a cloud service can be associated using the to property. Volatility is the most
important dependency property, defining its minimum ”usage” time, determining the frequency at which the dependency can be allocated/deallocated for the
2
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Fig. 2. Representing elasticity capabilities of cloud services

service (e.g., hourly, or monthly), and thus influencing the service’s elasticity.
For example, a service having dependencies which can be allocated/deallocated
hourly is more elastic than one with dependencies which can be reconfigured only
on a monthly basis. We describe if a dependency is Mandatory, or Optional
using the type property. Mandatory dependencies decrease the elasticity of a
service by requiring for the dependency to be always allocated with the service,
reducing its usage flexibility. This model provides a base for evaluating if services’
configuration options are appropriate for particular SES’s elasticity control.
3.2

Representing elasticity requirements for SES

Using the previous elasticity capabilities model, towards accelerating the development of SESs, we provide customizable functions quantifying the elasticity
of cloud services, to be used in recommending services best suited to the expected SES run-time elasticity control. For this we must understand and model
requirements, run-time properties, and service selection strategies of SESs.
Different stakeholders might have different perspectives over a SES. Using
our framework, requirements can be specified at different SES levels, according
to the model defined in [2]. An SES is composed of units, logically grouped in
topologies (Fig. 3). Elasticity of a SES appears at run-time, through dynamic reconfiguration with respect to SES requirements. Thus, describing and analyzing
the expected run-time properties of the SES is crucial in discovering services that
support the expected behavior. Through Runtime Elasticity Properties, we
capture the expected run-time behavior of a SES using Volatility and Dynamism.
Volatility is applied in recommending services with suitable capabilities for the
expected unit usage time. Dynamism describes the number of units expected to
be allocated/deallocated within a time period in a time interval. For example, we
can describe a SES unit which uses its instances on average one hour (volatility),
and allocates/deallocates 10 instances within 5 minutes every hour (dynamism).
A SES might require different elasticity control strategies over its units,
topologies, or whole SES, such as maximize performance for a unit, and quality
for another. Thus, for selecting services which support the required control, we
use Services Selection Strategies. We first define Elasticity-based selection strategies, which recommend services based on their elasticity capabilities,
relying on a set of elasticity quantification functions defined in the next section.

Fig. 3. Representing elasticity requirements for SES

These strategies are crucial in considering the elasticity capabilities of cloud
services when building SESs. We define 5 Elasticity-based strategies: Max
{Overall, Cost, Quality, Resource, Service Association} Elasticity.
To also cover property-based user requirements, we support Property-based
strategies: Max {Fulfilled Requirements, Quality, Resources}, and Min
Cost. Multiple different strategies can be specified for each SES unit, topology,
or whole SES, covering all potential SES requirements.
In turn, Requirements specify the cost, quality and resources required by the
SES, and are represented as functions of form felReq (constraint, g(time)), where
the constraint is a function depending on the cost, quality or resource metric on
which the requirement is made, the type of constraint (e.g., greater than) and the
required values (hconstraint (metric, operator, value)). A time parameter enables
the specification of time-varying requirements.
3.3

Functions for quantifying elasticity of cloud services

Different SESs have different elasticity requirements, depending on SES requirements, and designed elasticity control mechanisms. For example, one SES might
require more cost control options, and thus cost elasticity would be more important than quality elasticity. Thus, we provide a set of customizable coefficients
for quantifying the elasticity of services, which can be tailored to suit particular
SES requirements. Quantifying elasticity enables a numerical ordering of services
after their elasticity, crucial in recommending services for SES configurations.
One important factor in evaluating elasticity of cloud services is the phase
during the service’s lifetime when elasticity capabilities are active: instantiationtime, run-time, or both. Let vi , vr , and vir be user-defined values representing the
importance of Instantiation-Time, Run-Time, and Both phases, respectively,
for a particular SES; vi , vr , vir ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, we define an ElPhaseQ coefficient
for quantifying the phase in which a service can exhibit elasticity, as follows:

 vi if phase = Instantiation-Time
ElP haseQ(phase) = vr if phase = Run-Time

vir if phase = Both

(1)

Typically, to obtain SES configurations with maximum elasticity, vr should be
at least twice as vi , and vir their sum (e.g., vi = 0.33, vr = 0.67, and vir = 1).

Dependencies between services increase (optional dependencies) or decrease
(mandatory dependencies) the service’s elasticity. Let vo , vm be user-defined
values representing the ”importance” of Optional and Mandatory dependencies,
respectively, for a particular SES; vo , vm ∈ [−1, 1]. We define an ElDepQ for
quantifying the elasticity dependencies between services as follows:

vo if dependency.type = Optional
ElDepQ(dependency) =
(2)
vm if dependency.type = Mandatory
Typically, to obtain SES configurations with maximum elasticity, vo and vm
should have the same value but opposite signs, with vm < 0 as mandatory
dependencies decrease elasticity (e.g., vo = 1, and vm = −1).
The Volatility of a cloud service heavily influences the service’s elasticity, and might have different importance for different SESs. Thus, we consider a custom VolatilityQ coefficient for quantifying volatility, supplied as to
suit particular SES requirements. Typically, VolatilityQ would have the form
numberOf AllowedReconf igurations/timeInterval.
Based on the above coefficients, we quantify a single elasticity capability of
a cloud service as ECQ:
ECQ(C) = ElP haseQ(C.phase)
∗ Σdep∈C.dependencies V olatilityQ(dep) ∗ ElDepQ(dep)

(3)

where C is an elasticity capability, C.phase its elasticity phase, C.dependencies
its elasticity dependencies, and dep a single elasticity dependency.
For evaluating the overall elasticity of a cloud service S over all elasticity
dimensions (Cost, Quality, Resource, and Services Associations) we define an
Elasticity Quantification (EQ) function as:
EQ(S) = ΣD∈cost,quality,res,servicesAssoc WD ∗ ΣC∈D.capabilities ECQ(C) (4)
where D is an elasticity dimension, WD ∈ [0, 1] is its weight, and C is an elasticity
capability of S on dimension D. Different WD coefficients for each dimension D
can be set to suit particular SES requirements. For example, a SES interested
only in cost elasticity would set Wcost to 1, and the other WD coefficients to 0.

4

Algorithms for recommending SES configurations

In this section we introduce algorithms for recommendations SES deployment
configurations based on the elasticity capabilities of existing cloud services. As
one service could be instantiated under different configurations depending on its
elasticity capabilities, Algorithm 1 evaluates an entity (service, quality, cost, or
resource) with respect to a SES unit requirements, obtaining a set of potential
configurations for the entity’s elasticity dependencies (entityCfgs), depending
on the requirements they fulfill. One cloud service might have different mandatory and optional elasticity dependencies on other entities with different properties (e.g., different cost). Thus, after the algorithm evaluates the static properties

Algorithm 1 Evaluating cloud service against SES unit requirements
Input: entity,requirements; Output: entityCf gs
1: function GetEntityCfgs(entity, requirements)
2:
fulfilledReqs = EvalRequirements(entity, requirements)
3:
for d in entity.elasticityCapabilities.mandatoryDependencies do
4:
capabilityCfgs = GetEntityCfgs(d,requirements)
5:
entityCfgs.addCapabilityCfgs(d, capabilityCfgs)
6:
end for
7:
for d in entity.elasticityCapabilities.optionalDependencies do
8:
capabilityCfgs = GetEntityCfgs(d,requirements)
9:
entityCfgs.addCapabilityCfgs(d, capabilityCfgs)
10:
end for
11: return entityCfgs
12: end function

of the cloud service in Line 2 (EvalRequirements function), it continues by applying the GetEntityCfgs function recursively over its mandatory dependencies
(must be used). Lines 3-6 determines the unit requirements fulfilled by the dependencies’ configuration options, and adds these options to the entityCfgs.
Next, the potential configurations of the entity’s optional dependencies are evaluated against requirements (Lines 7-10), and their configurations added to the
entityCfgs, obtaining the complete set of possible configurations for the entity.
Algorithm 2 Elasticity-driven SES configurations generation
Input: SES, services, cf gsCount
Output: cf gs - set of possible SES configurations
1: function RecommendSESCfgs(SES, services, cfgsCount)
2:
unitsRequirements = MapRequirements(SES.requirements)
3:
for unit in unitsRequirements do
4:
EQ = SES.eqFunction(unit)
5:
potentialCfgs = []
6:
for s in services do
7:
entityCfgs = GetEntityCfgs(s,unit.reqs)
8:
if entityCfgs != empty then
9:
potentialCfgs.add(entityCfgs, EQ(entityCfgs))
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
cfgs.add(unit, potentialCfgs.getBest(cfgsCount, SES.strategies(unit)))
13:
end for
14: return cfgs
15: end function

Algorithm 2 applies elasticity quantification functions to generate a userspecified number of decreasingly elastic SES deployment configurations. Input
SES description contains requirements, run-time properties, service selection

Fig. 4. QUELLE framework

strategies, and custom EQ functions defined at any SES level, from the whole
SES, to topologies and units, which are mapped to SES units (Line 2). If conflicts are detected between levels, the lower level is applied. For each unit, its
elasticity quantification function EQ is retrieved from the supplied SES description (Line 4). Then, for each cloud service, GetEntityCfgs (Algorithm 1) is
called, obtaining a set of potential service configurations entityCfgs (Lines
6-11). The EQ function for the SES unit is used to quantify the elasticity of
the potential service configurations from entityCfgs (Line 9). Finally, supplied
unit strategies SES.strategies(unit) are applied sequentially in recommending from potentialCfgs the best cfgsCount decreasingly elastic configurations,
according to their elasticity quantification (Line 12).
Quantifying elasticity towards selecting cloud services ensures that during
the SES execution, an elasticity controller has the appropriate control options
to be enforced depending on SES requirements and run-time behavior.

5

Prototype and experiments

5.1

Prototype

We provide the QUELLE framework6 (Figure 4), exposing the functions, algorithms and models described in Sections 3 and 4, using RESTful services. For
managing the Cloud Services Model, we implemented a graph-based Neo4j7
Cloud Services Persistence Adapter. The population of the cloud services’
repository (see Fig. 1) should ideally be an automatic process, with the increase
6
7

Prototype and supplement materials: http://tuwiendsg.github.io/QUELLE/
http://www.neo4j.org/

Fig. 5. Elasticity quantification and evaluation of Amazon EC2 IaaS services

in cloud providers’ description APIs. However, currently we rely on available
custom description services and HTML parsing to populate our model. For integrating QUELLE in existing software engineering processes, SES requirements
constructed by third party tools are submitted as XML, and configuration recommendations returned as XML for easy processing. Finally, a TOSCA8 -based
output is generated using QUELLE’s output formatter for Winery[8].
5.2

Evaluating elasticity of Amazon cloud services

Most cloud providers still offer only basic cloud services, with reduced configuration and combination options, and implicitly, reduced elasticity. This limits
our options of using real cloud services in our experiments. Thus, we focus on a
single real cloud provider, Amazon EC2, providing 29 IaaS VM cloud services,
each with various elasticity capabilities, generating a total of 253 possible service
configurations, sufficient for showcasing our elasticity quantification functions.
Additionally, EBS storage, Monitoring and Messaging services are provided, each
with individual elasticity capabilities, sufficient for building our DaaS (Section 2).
As the desired elasticity might vary depending on the stakeholder, our framework provides a customizable elasticity quantification function relying on userdefined VolatilityQ, ElDepQ, and ElPhaseQ coefficients. As the user is interested in building an elastic system, s/he expects services to be allocated/deallocated often. As Amazon bills its services minimum on a hourly basis, the
supplied volatility quantification coefficient is VolatilityQ = 1/minLifetime
(Hours), generating a volatility of 1 for hourly reserved services, and 1 / (365
* 24) for yearly reserved services. As the user wants to use services which have
as few dependencies on other services, s/he supplies an elasticity dependency
quantification coefficient ElDepQ = {1 if Optional, and -1 if Mandatory}.
Finally, the supplied elasticity phase quantification coefficient is ElPhaseQ =
{0.33 if Instantiation-Time, 0.67 if Run-Time, 1 if Both}, and all elasticity dimensions have same weight coefficient Wd =1.
8
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Fig. 6. Multi-level DaaS elasticity requirements

The result of quantifying the elasticity of Amazon EC29 services over cost,
quality, resources, and services associations is depicted in Fig. 5. As the defined
VolatilityQ function quantifies close to zero all options of reserving a service for
1 or 3 years, the cost elasticity of most services, such as m3.large is quantified
close to 2. Amazon EC2 services which have optional dependencies have additional cost and quality control options. Thus, Amazon EC2 IaaS services with
can be associated with an EBS service have their service association elasticity
quantified to ≥ 1, and cost elasticity quantified to ≃ 3.
5.3

Recommending SES configurations

We aim to accelerate the development of SESs by recommending deployment
configurations using cloud services providing the required elasticity capabilities. Thus, we define a four phase recommendation process: (i) processing SES
requirements, (ii) quantifying elasticity of cloud services, (iii) recommending
elasticity-driven SES configurations, and (iv) exporting SES configurations as
cloud deployment descriptor.
As a user might not initially know the complete SES requirements, we apply
an iterative approach, in which recommended configurations are analyzed by a
user, the SES requirements refined accordingly, and resubmitted. First, mixed
SES requirements w.r.t. cost, resource and quality, are described by the user in
a top-down fashion, from the entire SES to individual units. At the SES level, a
requirement for a Management as a Service (MaaS) service with a monitoring
frequency of 5 minutes is specified, which will be applied to all SES’s units. As
the units belonging to the Event Processing Topology level perform sensitive
computation, a MaaS requirement for a service with 1 minute monitoring frequency is specified, overriding the 5 minutes frequency SES level requirement.
The Event Processing Unit requires an IaaS service with over 2 CPU cores
and 5 GB of RAM, and a Moderate network performance. In turn, the Messaging
9

Services’ description accurate at time of writing

Service Selection Recommended
Quality Elasticity
Cost Elasticity
Strategies
IaaS Services Avg.
Min.
Max. Avg.
Min.
Max.
Max Requirements
23
0.6
0
1
2.39
1.0004 3.0004
+ Quality Elasticity
14
1
1
1
2.78
2.004 3.0004
+ Cost Elasticity
11
1
1
1
3.0004 3.0004 3.0004
+ Minimum Cost
1
1
1
1
3.0004 3.0004 3.0004
Table 1. Iterative services selection for Event Processing unit

Service Selection
Strategies
Max Requirements + Minimum Cost

Recommended Avg. Quality Avg. Cost
IaaS Services
Elasticity Elasticity
m3.large, m1.large
0.33
2.33
m2.xlarge
Max Requirements + Quality Elasticity
m1.xlarge
1
3.0004
+ Cost Elasticity + Minimum Cost
Table 2. Elasticity versus property-based service selection for Event Processing unit

Unit requires a PaaS service of type messaging. Similarly, the Data End Unit
requires an IaaS service providing at least 10 GB of RAM, I/O Performance of
at least 1000 IOps together with at least a Moderate network performance.
While in the following we focus on IaaS services as they are most abundant
and exhibit most elasticity in current cloud computing, we can apply the same
approach for PaaS and MaaS requirements, as shown at the end of this section.
First iteration: The user submits to QUELLE SES requirements, without
elasticity-based selection strategies. Focusing on the Event Processing Unit,
the user sees that 23 IaaS services were recommended (Table 1), with varying quality and cost elasticity. Second iteration: The user adds a Quality
Elasticity strategy, maximizing the quality options available at run-time. In
turn, 14 services are recommended, with quality elasticity equal to 1, as the
only modeled quality elasticity capability is an EBS Optimized storage option.
Third iteration: The user adds a Cost Elasticity strategy, ensuring the
SES can switch between as many pricing schemes as possible during run-time.
Thus, 11 services are recommended, with cost elasticity of ≃ 3, due to supplied
VolatilityQ function evaluating yearly cost schemes ≃ 0, and hourly pricing
schemes (e.g., Spot) to 1. Fourth iteration: The user also wants Minimum Cost,
reducing the recommended services to 1, fulfilling most resource requirements,
having maximum quality and cost elasticity, and minimum cost.
In Table 2 we showcase the importance of quantifying elasticity capabilities of
cloud services in SES construction, by comparing the usage of Elasticity-based
service selection strategies with only using the Property-based strategies Minimum
Cost and Max Requirements. With the later strategies, requirements are matched
and services with minimum cost selected in a traditional fashion, recommending
3 service with varying quality and cost elasticity. Applying Elasticity-based
strategies, the SES’e elasticity is increased, recommending a m1.xlarge service
with more control options over its quality and cost elasticity dimensions.

Fig. 7. Complete configuration recommendation for Event Processing topology

Processing all IaaS, PaaS, and MaaS requirements refined above, our prototype generates a TOSCA descriptor containing the recommended SES configuration. For the Event Processing Topology, the recommendation is visualized
in (Fig. 7) using Winery[8], a TOSCA modeling and visualization tool. The
recommendation contains an m1.large IaaS service fulfilling the resource and
network performance quality requirements with associated SpotCost, due the
Minimum Cost strategy. A PaaS Monitoring Service with a High Monitoring
Frequency is recommended for the monitoring frequency requirement, and a
MaaS SimpleQueue service for the message oriented middleware requirements.
In a similar fashion, recommendations are provided for the Data End Topology.
In these experiments we highlighted that, using our framework, a SES developer does not have to search trough all cloud providers for services providing
necessary elasticity, and thus, accelerates the SES’s time to deployment.

6

Related Work

SES design and cloud provisioning: Tools, such as Winery[8], Slipstream10 ,
Azure’s Octopus Deploy11 or ModaClouds [9], support construction of cloud services. Such tools require from the user a completely specified SES configuration,
and the selected cloud provider. We differ, as we provide recommendations for
SES deployment configurations, considering required elasticity capabilities, aiding in the process of choosing cloud services which provide the required run-time
elasticity control.
Cloud provider modeling: Several approaches focus on modeling cloud
providers towards cloud services provisioning. Goncalves et al. [6] define CloudML,
a cloud modeling language, describing the resources and functional capabilities
10
11

http://sixsq.com/products/slipstream.html
http://octopusdeploy.com

of cloud services. Villegas et al. [13] analyze provisioning and allocation policies
in IaaS clouds by associating cost of services with their run-time. Wittern et al.
[14] capture properties of cloud services and requirements using variability modeling, and integrate human decision-makers, towards filtering cloud services for
constructing cloud systems. Most related work focuses on services of VM type
and does not evaluate the elasticity of cloud services, while we capture elasticity
capabilities of services for all types of services, from IaaS to SaaS.
Cloud service selection: Zhang et al. [15] introduce an ontology-based
mechanism for discovery of cloud services based on their functionality and QoS
parameters, towards deploying systems in cloud. A mathematical formulation of
the cloud service provider selection problem towards maximizing selection benefits withing a given budget is introduced by Chang et al. [1]. Liu et al. [14] use
cloud feature models for representing cloud service properties and their relationships, and filter alternative models based on ranking preferences. Dastjerdi et
al. [3] use negotiation strategies for selecting VMs with maximum availability
and minimum cost. Moving from the VM view, [10] ranks and selects cloud services suitable for building cloud systems using a fuzzy quantification approach.
Kamateri et al [7] semantically interconnect heterogeneous PaaS offerings across
different cloud providers for deploying cloud systems. The authors of [4] introduce GEMBus, an automated services composition platform providing federated
network access to distributed applications and resources towards creating service oriented architectures. We differ as we do not focus only on initial system
construction and deployment. Instead, we analyze the elasticity capabilities of
selected services, recommending SES configurations which provide the required
elasticity capabilities for controlling the SES’s elasticity during run-time.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a novel approach for accelerating the development of software-defined elastic systems (SES) by introducing the QUELLE
framework which supports the quantification of elasticity capabilities and dependencies among cloud services. We demonstrated that QUELLE can be useful for
many situations via the evaluation of elasticity of individual cloud services, and
integration of QUELLE into software development phases of elastic systems.
We believe that the introduced models, functions and algorithms will simplify and reduce development effort in complex, diverse cloud service providers.
Currently, we are focusing on modeling and evaluating the elasticity dependencies between service units and topologies, and use these dependencies in new
functions for the SES development tools. We are also working on the integration
of QUELLE into an integrated SES development environment.
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